Caught Doing Right Across the Agency

NASA employees were caught demonstrating safety procedures, reinforcing the proper use of safety equipment and encouraging others to practice safe behaviors. See someone using good safety measures? Snap a photo and submit it to the Safety Culture web page!

sma.nasa.gov/CDR

Katherine Johnson
Independent Verification and Validation Facility: James Grippin was caught doing right while adhering to safety precautions and past lessons learned before disposing of obsolete uninterruptable power supplies.

Marshall Space Flight Center: Sherese Greene and Nancy Vreuls were caught doing right in the Marshall Quality Records Center.

Glenn Research Center: Larry Idler performed torch cutting work in a confined space with safe work practices, including ventilation, a respirator, proper egress, flame resistant clothing, air monitoring and other Personal Protective Equipment.

Stennis Space Center: An S3 contract engineer performed an inspection of a 75-inch mitered pipe elbow, which will be installed on the High-Pressure Industrial Water A-Complex pipe.
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